Abstract. This paper describes a lung field segmentation method, working on digital Postero-Anterior chest radiographs. The lung border is detected by integrating the results obtained by two simple and classical edge detectors, thus exploiting their complementary advantages. The method makes no assumption regarding the chest position, size and orientation; it has been tested on a non-trivial set of real life cases, composed of 412 radiographs belonging to two different databases. The obtained results and the comparison with more complicate techniques presented in the literature, prove the robustness of the algorithm and demonstrate that rather simple and general methods, properly combined to fit the requirements of a specific application, can provide better results.
Introduction
At the present time, chest radiography is the most common type of screening procedure for the initial detection of every type of abnormal pulmonary condition, due to its ability of revealing some unsuspected pathologic alterations, its noninvasivity characteristics, radiation dose and economic considerations. Nevertheless this is the most difficult radiograph to produce technically and to interpret diagnostically, as discussed in [1] . The first and mandatory step of an automatic system aimed at any type of computerized analysis on chest radiographs, is the lung field segmentation. At the state of the art, several lung segmentation methods based on classical techniques have been presented (e.g. [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] [8], [9] , [10] ), and reviewed in [11] . Their weakness is due to the fact that they are based on assumptions regarding the chest position, size and orientation, and often violated in real life situations. Other methods have been proposed (e.g. [12] , [13] ), which get better results without making these strong assumptions, but by simply including some necessary knowledge about the generic chest shape.
Considering that the loss of (even small) parts of the lung area may cause the loss of some nodules, precision is a strong requirement when the segmentation mask defines the processing area of an automatic system aimed at the detection of subtle pathologies such as lung tumors. None of the known methods obtain precise results; moreover all of them detect the most visible parts of the left and right lung (visible lung areas), excluding those hidden behind the diaphragm, the heart and the spinal column (hidden lung areas), where tumors could be found.
All these reasons motivate the development of the segmentation method described in this paper, which is the first step of a lung nodules detection system. The algorithm avoids all the assumptions regarding the chest position, size and orientation, and it includes in the segmentation mask also the hidden lung areas. A precise contour is obtained by properly combining the results of two simple image segmentation techniques (sec. 2). Their appropriate integration takes into account the generic chest shape and can therefore recognize and repair their complementary errors, by exploiting the good characteristics of their individual results. For the same reason, the following step (sec. 3) separates the hidden from the visible lung areas by combining the results of simple derivative filters and those of a gray level clustering method.
The method has been developed and tested on 247 radiographs (154 of patients with lung nodules) in the standard JSRT database [14] , which is the only known standard database publicly available. The images have been digitized with a 0.165 mm pixel size, a matrix size of 2048 × 2048, and 4096 gray levels. Before processing, they have been down-sampled to a dimension of 256 × 256 pixels (and will be referred as the Images): this experimental choice reduces the computational costs of the algorithm without worsening its performance. The algorithm has been also tested on 165 radiographs acquired from the N iguarda Hospital in Milan. They have a 0.160 mm pixel size, and a not fixed squared size. The comparison with the segmentation results obtained by the method described in [12] , and applied to the JSRT database, proves that this is a better initialization step for a lung nodule detection system.
Segmentation of the Full Lung Area
In this section we will present the technique used for determining the external lung contour and the segmentation mask. The method that detects the external lung contour is based on the integration of the results obtained by two different algorithms. The first one detects the most visible lung edges, by means of steerable first derivative of Gaussian filters (sec. 2.1). These edges are also used to find the vertical lung axis and to initialize the second algorithm, which needs a starting point to track the lung edges and to detect a continuous contour along the external lung border (sec. 2.2). In order to define the segmentation mask, the obtained results are integrated, and other simple techniques are employed to define the bottom borders and those nearby the spine (sec. 2.3). A schematic diagram with the main steps of the method is shown in the top row of fig. 1 .
Edge Detection by Derivatives of Gaussian Filters
The most visible lung edges are obtained by filtering the Image with first derivatives of Gaussian filters [15] at scale σ = 1, oriented along four directions (0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4); for each direction, the top 10% of the output pixels are selected to contains the main external rib cage borders and it is then used to find the vertical lung axis. To this aim each one of its rows is scanned to find the pixel at the center of the segment connecting the leftmost and rightmost pixels. A polynomial fitting method, that minimizes the χ − square error statistic, is used to fit all the found points with a line that defines the axis of the lung field ( fig. 1 , middle row). The axis is approximately located at the center of the spine, and it is therefore used to recognize and delete those edge regions, in the Initial Edge image, which belong to the dorsal column: they are the connected regions located in a "band" around the axis whose width is equal to 1/30 of the maximum width of the chest (this estimate is given by the maximum distance between the leftmost and rightmost pixels found in each row of the Partial Edge image, and used to find the axis). Other spurious details in the Initial Edge image correspond to little regions external to the lung; they are discarded by eliminating all the connected regions whose area is less than 0.05% of the total image area. The Edge image thus obtained contains a discontinuous outline of the lung borders ( fig. 1 , rightmost in the middle row); to get a continuous con-tour a second edge detection method is presented in the next section and the two results are then integrated (sec. 2.3).
External Contour Creation by Edge Tracking
In this section we describe a multi-scale method to get a continuous border of the lung field. As noted in [16] , "an inherent property of objects in the world is that they only exist as meaningful entities over certain ranges of scale". In the case of lung borders their analysis at a small scale provides their more accurate representation, but the segmentation could be mislead by other fine details belonging to different structures. Alternatively a large scale guarantees smoothness and continuity of the contour. For this reason we choose to process the image at different scales, and finally combine the results; the combining procedure exploits the precision of the results obtained at the smallest scale, but at the same time produces reliable results thanks to the information obtained at larger scales. Our method works on three binary images L σ (σ = 1, 2, 3) each capturing different levels of detail of the lung borders ( fig. 1, bottom row) ; each L σ is created by applying to the Image the Laplacian of Gaussian operator at scales σ = 1, 2, 3 experimentally set, and by selecting the output pixels with positive values. An edge tracking algorithm is applied to each L σ image, in order to detect a continuous path describing the lung border at that scale; afterwards the different paths are fused to produce a robust external lung contour. The method works separately on the left and right lung; in the following we will describe it, for the generic image L σ , and just for the left lung 1 . The starting point, P B S , for the edge tracking procedure must belong to the external border of the left lung, and it is therefore selected from the Partial edge image; P B S is the topmost point between those at the minimum distance from a line oriented at 3π/4, and passing trough the origin of the coordinate system. This simple method finds a point located approximately on the top of the lateral part of the lung boundaries, where the lung border curvature changes greatly, since the edge orientation changes from horizontal (on the top border) to vertical (on the lateral border). If the pixel in position P B S is not set to 1 in the L σ image 2 , it is replaced by another point; the new P B S is the first point set to 1, and found by scanning a search area in the L σ ( fig. 2 , left of top row), which is a parallelogram located below the old P B S , and on its left side. If no point is found, the algorithm reaches the end without creating any contour.
The edge tracking procedure creates two continuous contours along the external border of the considered lung: the Bpath is a contour starting from P
B S
and running towards the bottom of the chest, meanwhile the Tpath goes from P B S towards the top. The Bpath is created by first defining a set of pixels, DSet B (P B S ), that may belong do the "descending" path. To this aim P B S is inserted in the set and its three 8−neighbors, in the row below (P L , P C and P R , see fig. 2 ), are considered.
Those that are set to 1, are inserted in the set DSet B (P B S ), and their three neighbors (in the row below) are recursively checked for insertion; this process goes on until at least one point is inserted in the DSet B (P B S ). To have a more precise contour definition, this algorithm is also run in a bottom-up direction, using as starting point, Q U S , the bottommost pixel in the DSet B (P B S ). Note that the neighborhood to be considered must be opportunely reversed (it is shown in fig. 2 , rightmost on the top row). Once the "ascending" set ASet B (Q U S ) is created, a unique chain of pixels (the Bpath) is created by taking, for each row, the rightmost pixel of the intersection of the DSet B (P B S ) and the ASet B (Q U S ). The procedure used to create the Tpath starts from the point P B S and applies a similar recursive algorithm, just in ascending order, to the input image; as before, its output is a set of points T Set T (P B S ). For each point considered, and already included in the set, the algorithm considers the pixel located above it and on its right side 3 . Both these neighbors are inserted in the T Set T (P B S ) if they are set to 1, and the algorithm is recursively launched using them as starting points. The Tpath is created by taking, for each row, the rightmost among the pixels in the T Set T (P B S ). The topmost pixel in the Tpath delineated is often above the apex point (i.e. the real lung top). Since the apex point is located where the lung border is horizontal, this point is found in the Tpath by computing its derivative; it is the first point, t σ , whose derivative value is less than a threshold, experimentally set to 0.05. The Bpath and Tpath form a final contour running from the top till the bottom of the chest.
The contours created on each image L σ are shown in fig. 2 . On the left, one example of a too short path is shown. Note that this is not a problem since a final contour can always be recovered by integrating the available paths. Indeed at least two paths have always been found for the 412 test images.
Since the top points t σ = (x tσ , y tσ ) (σ = 1, 2, 3) of the three paths may not be located at the same vertical position, the vertical coordinate of the topmost point, Y T op , in the final border, is set to be the median of the y tσ . The left contour (Left border path) is then created starting from the row indexed by Y T op , by selecting for each row the leftmost among all the pixels belonging to the different paths available at that row.
Definition of the Segmentation Mask
As noticed in sec. 2.1, even if the borders in the Edge image contain lots of edge pixels that are precisely adhering to the real lung borders, they are not continuous, the edges nearby the costophrenic angles could be missing and some edge pixels could be present that do not belong to the external borders of the lung field. On the other hand the contour obtained with the edge tracking algorithm, even though less precise, is always continuous and runs from a vertical position, that is a good approximation of the apex point of the lung, to the bottom of the image 4 . Therefore we developed a method that composes the correct information given by the two techniques, and defines a continuous Lateral contour ; in this section we describe it for the left lung.
The integration procedure starts from the topmost point in the Edge image, and below Y T op , and follows its external border to search for a continuous edge; when a hole is found, it is filled in by taking the pixels in the Left border path, whose advantage is to be always continuous. When the bottommost point, L angle , in the Edge image is reached, the procedure ends after having included into the Left Lateral contour the part of Left border path below L angle . To define a bottom boundary for the lung field, the positions of the costophrenic angles must be defined. These points are located at the intersection of the lateral contours and the bottom edges of the lung, due to the presence of the diaphragm. These are selected from the Edge image by searching for the region, on the right side of the pixel in the position of L angle , whose bottommost point is the nearest to L angle itself. The 5 leftmost and bottommost points of this region, are fitted with the method used in sec. 2.1, to find a line l interpolating them. The intersection between l (green colored in fig. 3 ) and the Lateral contour detected defines the point where the costophrenic angle is located. Repeating the same procedure for the right side the right costophrenic angle is found. A segment connecting the two costophrenic points closes the contour at the bottom. Nearby the spine, a line parallel to the lung axis is created for each lung; it passes through the point in the Edge image that is the nearest to the axis.
Segmentation of the Visible Lung Area
In this section we describe the steps that detect the contours of the spine, the diaphragm and the heart, to separate the visible from the hidden areas. Since those two areas differ mainly for their pixels gray level, the separation is performed by a contour following procedure whose result is integrated with the one produced by a gray level clustering method [17] . This separation step has been helpful to detect and correct some errors of the previously described segmentation algorithm; furthermore it has been used to better characterize the candidate regions extracted by our computerized lung nodules detection system [18] .
Edges Detected with Derivative Filters
To detect the vertical edges of the spine we filter the Image, on the left and right lung separately, with the horizontal Sobel filter, and apply a contour following procedure to the results. For each lung the starting point is selected between the 5% of the points with the highest value of the derivative and it is the nearest to the axis of the lung. The contour following procedure runs in descending and ascending direction separately. It proceeds by checking, for each row, the derivative value of the 3 points which are the 8-neighbors of the one selected at the line before, to find the one with the maximum value. It stops when the last point found is located on the border of the mask.
To detect the horizontal edges of the diaphragm, the Image is filtered, in the left and right lung separately, with a vertical Sobel filter and a similar contour following procedure is applied to the result; in the following we will describe the procedure just for the left lung. To select the starting point for the contour following procedure we consider the regions corresponding to the 5% of the pixels with the highest derivative value. Those edge regions always contain the bottom borders of the visible lung area, but may also contain some unwanted edges, belonging to the intestinal gases or other external structures. These undesired regions can be easily recognized for their shape; thus, we proceed discarding the connected regions with a convex shape, and the ones with a rectangularity 5 bigger then 0.33. The left bottom edge of the left visible lung area is then selected, for each lung, by taking the bottommost region located at the leftmost position. The starting point for the contour following procedure is selected from the bottom edge region; it is the point with the maximum value of the derivative. The procedure runs separately towards the right till it reaches the axis; running towards the left it reaches the lateral border and eventually defines a new costophrenic angle point; this allows to correct some errors due to extra parts wrongly included by the method described in sec. 2. Fig. 3 . Segments used to define the costophrenic angles; masks of the visible areas to be integrated.
Clustering Method
The second method used to define the visible areas is a clustering algorithm, which searches for three clusters in the Image. Each pixel is assigned to a certain cluster according to a distance measure based on the gray level of the pixel itself. The regions formed by the pixels belonging to the cluster whose representative has the highest gray value are then selected to give a rough definition of the hidden areas; fig. 3 shows the regions thus detected (red colored), together with the ones obtained by the derivative filters (blue colored). Note that the clustering wrongly excludes from the visible areas some regions attached to the external borders of the mask. They are ignored since we consider as external borders those created by the segmentation algorithm described in sec. 2. The two border lines that must be considered are the ones going from the top till the bottom of each lung and near to the axis; they are integrated by choosing for each row, the edge point which is the furthest from the axis.
Results
We tested our segmentation method on a rather substantial, relevant and nontrivial database of real life cases composed of the 247 images, in the JSRT database, and the 165 images, in the N iguarda database. To judge the obtained results, we compared the segmentation masks, created by our algorithm, with the true lung masks (the ground truth), manually defined by a human observer who traced the lung field borders. In this way we could detect the pixels wrongly included or excluded by each segmentation mask (the wrong pixels), and we defined as "error measure" the ratio between the number of the wrong pixels and the number of pixels in the true lung mask. This measure takes into account the big variations between the size of the chest of different patients. We detected errors when the error measure is bigger than 0.003.
According to this performance evaluation method, all the images in the JSRT database have been correctly segmented; meanwhile in the N iguarda database an error is detected in 6 images, shown in fig. 4 (i.e. the 4% of the total number of images in this database). Table 1 lists, for the 6 images, the number of wrong pixels, the pixel area of the true lung mask and the error measure. Notice that this is a good performance especially because the images in the N iguarda database are of low quality: they are noisy and often characterized by low contrast. Beside, lots of them contain chests with structural abnormalities, the patients are often tilted or rotated, the position of the chest in the radiograph is not always at the center and there is a lot of variation in the size of the thoraxes. Regarding the separation between the visible and the hidden areas, it is always precise.
To have a further proof of the efficacy of our method with respect to the existing strategies, we compared it to the lung segmentation method that has been reported as one of the best performing [12] , and it has been applied to the JSRT database. Since its segmentation masks do not include the hidden areas they have been extended nearby the spine and at the bottom, as described in sec. 2.3. We used the same quantitative criteria to judge those results and we found 50 images with errors, their mean error measure is 0.1, and almost all of them are due to missing parts. Note that, if we should use this method to initialize a lung nodule detection system working on the JSRT database, 13 nodules would be lost; on the contrary, none of them are lost by our segmentation masks, confirming that this is a good initialization step for a lung nodule detection system.
